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What makes a child learn more is through an enjoyable learning environment. An enjoyable environment is an epitome of wholesome, inviting and productive school setting. It leads to a more pleasant learning where students continuously grow and find zest with the school companions.

Creating an enjoyable learning environment extends beyond a nice campus set up but it is composed of the materials and facilities that could enrich the teaching-learning process.

Currently, the access to technology is another thing that adds enjoyment to the learning. Researching is made more fast and accurate through the internet available that the school offers.

Creating an environment that is enjoyable entails the development of the student’s critical thinking. A child does not only listen and absorb what is taught but zestfully think of the correctness and acceptability of the ideas.

Transforming a classroom into a place where students learn productively due to the presence of various instructional materials is a mere enjoyable environment. It is indeed a place to learn and play. Truly, it is a place of enjoyment.
An enjoyable learning environment is such an ideal venue for the collaboration and sharing of ideas and information to further heighten the abilities of the individuals comprising the school.

Enjoyable learning environment prevents anxiety, apprehension, boredom and negativity on the part of the teacher and of the learner. It changes the atmosphere and makes it lighter and fun.

Thus, we can say that the school is not only a place where could seriously learn but also a place where one could happily enjoy.
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